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Broadway Premier is accompanied in the winner’s circle with the Scarborough Downs management team plus members of the Peter Blood family.
BROADW AY PREMIER TRIUMPHS IN PRESIDENT'S PACE AT DOWNS
The State of Maine’s richest 
harness-racing event, the $30,000 
President’s Pace, proved to be one 
of the most exciting races ever seen 
locally, and when the dust had 
settled, it was the 10 to 1 longshot 
Broadway Premier gracing the 
crowded winner’s circle-area.
An overflow-crowd, estimated by 
some to be near the 10,000-marker, 
jammed the Downs for the big day, 
with the final Mutuel Handle 
reaching an all time high of $363,069, 
veil above last year’s President’s 
Pace record handle of $310,751. This 
year’s Handle is the largest ever 
wagered on a race program within
By LLOYD
the confines of the Pine Tree State.
The big-race proved a crowd- 
pleaser right from the gate, with an 
early speed-duel between E.Z. Ben, 
and Hobo’s Willy, the pre-race 
favorites. Past the quarter.it was 
Hobo’s Willy getting to the lead 
along the outside, with the fastest 
quarter-mile ever stepped at the 
Downs, 27.2. Over to the half-mile 
marker the top two were in line, with 
the eventual winner Broadway 
Premier and Peter Blood underway 
behind the “ live” cover of Iron Will, 
with another record on the 
Teletimer, a half-mile in 57.1.
At three-quarters Hobo’s Willy
F. JOHNSON
clung to a slight lead, with “ The 
Premier”  in hot pursuit as they 
tipped off the marker in 1:27.3. That 
head and head battle continued into 
the stretch, where the son of Nero 
put away the favorite, and then 
easily withstood a late challenge 
from Fleet Gipsy and Billy 
Bresnahan for the rich win, the mile 
timed in 1:57.4. President’s Pace ’85 
produced the “ third-fastest”  mile 
ever paced in Maine, “ one tick”  of 
the clock away from the 1:57.3 miles 
by Ideal Wilco and Governor K.C.
Broadway Premier returned 
$22.60, $9.20, and $5.20 across the 
board, Fleet Gipsy $20.00, $5.60, and
Hobo’s Willy $3.20. The remainder of 
the field as they crossed the wire 
included E.Z. Ben, Ranee, Governor 
K.C., Iron Will, and The Ledger. 
Broadway Premier joins former 
President’s Pace winners Truman, 
Ideal Wilco, My Bill Forwood 
(twice), Jetlite, and Cheviot in the 
Scarborough Downs Circle of 
Winners. Broadway Premier is 
owned by Roger Slobody of West 
Brookfield, Massachusetts.
The Downs Invitational schedule 
includes one more very big race, 
that being the $10,000 Maine Event, 
which is slated for closing night, 
Saturday, September 21st.
IM PORTANT DATES AND UPCOM ING EVENTS
Sept. 15- Registration of Mares for New England Sulky Championship. $15.
Sept. 18- Maine Breeders Stakes - Farmington Fair trotters and pacers
Sept 19- Mass Sire Stakes - Two Year Olds- Foxboro Raceway
Sept. 19- Maine Breeders Stakes-Farmington Fair-three year old trotters
Sept. 19- The Little Brown Jug-Delaware, Ohio $300,000 three year olds
Sept. 20-Mass Sire Stakes-three year olds Foxboro Raceway
Sept. 20-Maine Breeders Stakes-Farmington Fair three year old pacers
Sept. 21-Maine Championship Pace $8,000 closer at Scarborough Downs
Sept. 25-Maine Breeders Stakes at Cumberland Raceway
Sept. 26-Mass Sire Stakes-Foxboro Raceway-Two year olds_____________
Sept. 26-Maine Breeders Stakes-Cumberland Raceway 
Sept. 27-Mass Sire Stakes - Foxboro Raceway-Three year olds 
Sept. 27-Maine Breeders Stakes-Cumberland Raceway 
Oct. 2-Lewiston Raceway opens Fall Extended meet.
Oct. 2- Maine Breeders Stakes-Fryeburg v
Oct. 3-Mass Sire Stakes Final-Foxboro
Oct. 3-Maine Breeders Stakes-Fryeburg
Oct. 4-Mass Sire Stakes Final-Foxboro
Oct. 4-Maine Breeders Stakes-Fryeburg
Oct. 9-New England Harness Writers-Awards Night and Banquet-Foxboro
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Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
I just happened to be near the 
trailer door one day when the phone 
rang. This may have been the 
moment which decided the fate of a 
horse.
On the phone was a friend of mine 
and he told me that his son’s five 
month old colt was seriously sick 
and needed to be taken to the clinic 
in Turner, Me. Every moment 
counted and as he was an hour and a 
half away, could I possibly go and 
take him there for them. They were 
five miles from where I lived. I left 
immediately. The son wasn’t home 
so his wife and I and girls loaded the 
colt in my four horse trailer and she 
and I started off on our errand of 
mercy.
This baby had been passing 
almost clear blood for a few hours 
and now was quite weak. We 
reached the clinic and the staff was 
waiting to receive the patient. They 
started a series of tests im­
mediately, helped by the tentative 
diagnosis of the veterinary who had 
told the owner to get him to the clinic 
as soon as possible. She had said it 
was probably red maple leaf 
poisoning. Dave Jefferson D.V.M. of 
The Maine Equine Clinic, verified 
the diagnosis, called someone he 
knew for an opinion and told the 
woman who owned him that no one 
had ever succeeded in saving an 
animal who had had it. If she 
wanted, he would try, but he wanted 
her to know the odds for success 
were small. She was on her knees,
holding the little fellows head in her 
lap and tears were running down her 
cheeks. She looked at me and I had 
to tell her the decision had to be 
hers. She said to go ahead and 
everyone went into action. There 
was no time to waste testing the 
blood of a donor. They just prepared 
a transfusion-and gave it to him. I 
held his little head in my arms and 
she petted and consoled him for 
about an hour and a half. Dave then 
told us that no more could be done 
right then, but he would be giving 
transfusions at intervals until the 
poison was either out of his systenr?H 
or there was no hope. We went home 
hoping and praying he would make 
it.
That was in October 1983. On July 
30, 1985, Kahlua Ken made his debut 
in the world of racing. He finished 
fifth in an eight horse field. The only 
two year old in the race. It wasn’t 
spectacular but it was significant. 
This two year old was Dave Jef­
ferson’s “ Pretty Boy” in an article 
he wrote for Northeast Harness 
News and he was saved for this day 
by the dedication of Dave and his 
staff, who watched over him day and 
night until he was out of danger.
He was trained by Alton L. Worth 
of Dresden, assisted whenever 
possible by Dwight Glidden. This is a 
story of the first and maybe the only 
horse ever saved from this par­
ticular malady, by a group of people 
who cared about the welfare of one 
little colt. Ruth v  King
Donna and Bob Dolloff enjoy reading Northeast Harness News in the clubhouse 
on President’s Pace Day. (Check you address label for expiration date.)
The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean B. 
Emerson RFD No. 3, Box 359 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072. Second class postage 
pending at Biddeford, Maine. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast 
Harness News RFD No. 3 Box 359 Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
Change Of Address Form
jYour Name:
Old Address:
City:
New Address:
City
Investment Opportunity
Wanted: Investors to participate in Yearling shares for Breeders Stakes 
racing. Professional management with experienced personnel. This is 
your opportunity to get into the sport of harness racing, with the 
advantage of a broad-based operation for a small initial investment.
Write: Editor — Northeast Harness News 
Boom Rd. Saco, Me. 04072 c/o Venture I Enterprises
Please notify of a change immediately as third class mail is not forwarded. 
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
It’s Subscription Time....
_  Don’t Miss A Single Issue!
NORfHEAST HARNESS NEWS
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency 
initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis. 
Save Over Single Copy Issue! Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
New Renew .Print Mailing Address
$10.00 per year
NAME:. DATE:
ADDRESS:
ZIP:
Return to: JeanJEmerson^ Editor^BoomJ*d/-_Sj»<tt,J4e.J)4072
Attention!
E rn ie ’s B lacksm ith Shop under new  m anagem ent! 
N o longer “Dirty Ernie's”... for  "Honest Ernest.” ®
STANDARDBRED HORSESHOEING
COAST TO COAST
ERNEST S LOWELL 85 TEMPLE ST. 
(207) 282-3131 SACO, ME. 04072
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YEARLINGS FOR SALE
COLTS - Maine & N.E.S.C. Eligible FILLIES - Maine & N.E.S.C. Eligible
CINDY’S REBEL BRETS BEST BET
(Rebel Bret — De Leon Cindy)
This big bay colt is a true Bret Hanover type, and is 
out of a well known producer of two year old speed. 
He has the size and bone to withstand the rigors of 
early training.
(Rebel Bret — Bouncing Bet)
This black filly has an extremely good maternal 
family. The grandam, Dancing Lady, is a proven 
producer of early speed. With Knight Dream on the 
top side, there’s little left to be desired.
MARY’S DATE
(Mandate — Mary G. Butler)
This striking bay colt is out of a Butler’s Dream mare 
and by a stallion with a half mile mark of 1:59 and 
earnings of $235,808. Good size and perfect con­
formation. Second foal — first colt of the dam.
K J.’S REBEL
(Rebel Bret -  K.J.K.)
This chestnut colt combines Bret Hanover, Meadow 
Skipper, Good Time and Knight Dream within the 
first two generations. A  sharp looker with a good 
disposition. First foal of the dam.
LEAPIN LIZZIE
(Rebel Bret — White Oasis)
This chestnut filly has unbelieveable maturity. She is 
out of a Mountain Skipper mare with a two year old 
record. Her third dam is Jicky Abbe. She is truly an 
outstanding specimen. First foal of the dam.
CARELESS BLITZ
(Blitzen-Careless Mold)
This classy black filly is a half sister to Gaelic Caress, 
top two year old trotting filly in the Maine Stakes last 
year. Good conformation and fluid gait mark this as 
an exceptional choice. (N.H. & N.E.S.C. ELIGIBLE)
For the past three years we have offered discerning buyers Stakes Eligible colts and fillies
who have been properly prepared for a future on the race track ...
The percentages have been good, our record speaks for itself ... com e and buy, youTl be glad you did!
Sandy Brook Farm
Call: 207-282-9295
< * *
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CEAD M ILE  
FAILTE FARM
W ishes
“ T  h e  Luck  O ’ The ”
T o a ll those w ho purchased ou r  
sto ck  at the M .S .B .O .A . sale  at 
Scarborough D ow ns. As M aine’s 
forem ost com m ercial breeder, w e 
tak e pride in ou r record  o f produ c­
ing and selling stak es w inners each  
year.
Marilyn and Paul Branagan lead the powerful Romano Hanover during the 
Stallion Parade pre-empting the Breeders Sale Sept. 7th.
In 19 80  w e w ill be standing the 
pacing sta llio n s...
NEVELE PILO T
(Henry T. Adlos-Maxlne’s Dream)
ROMANO HANOVER
(Torpid-Romola Hanover)
SH ER YL’S NUM BER
( Albatross-Dancing Bretta )
And The T rottin g  S ta llion ...
K EYSTO N E T R Y ST
(Hickory Pride-Keystone Truly)
F or M ore Inform ation Call ...
Paul or Marilyn Branagan 
Greene, Maine Tel. 207-946-5628
Maine
Sale Results
HORSE, SIRE & DAM PURCHASER PRICE
BROODMARES
3. BYE BYE GERTIE (Bye Bye Sam-Beautiful Dreamer) M. Pomerleau $450
7. CORY’S PONY (Cory-Knightfall) B. Pearson $500
11. GO MISS ISLE (Isle of Wight-Super Go) F. Bayley $950
12. IRON WORKER CHERIE (Jolly Roger-Unspoken) M. Pomerleau $700
19. TOPLESS (Henry T. Adios-Classy Freight) H. Carr $325
20. T.R.’s ANNIE K (Romano Hanover-Keystone Windsor) P. Ripton — $350
21. VERMONT ADIOS (Meadow Al-Vermont Dream) C. Robertson $250
22. WHAT GERTIE (Whata Baron-Bye Bye Gertie) S. Mansfield $325
YEARLINGS
24. GAELIC BRAVO (Nevele Pilot-Betty Byrd) E. Ballard $3,500
25. ADMIRAL STEPH (Stephen O-Chancey Matilda) L. Marcou $2,300
26. MISTRYST (Keystone Tryst-Demon’s Angel) H. Ralph $850
28. GAELIC FAME (Coleman-Formal Alliance) B. Dibiase $4,500
30. HAROLD’S EXPRESS (Stephen O.-Greenacres Bunny) P. Burnham $850
32. JILL O. (Stephen O-Keep Movin) G. Brochu $700
33. MY LUCKY DAY (Election Day-Lucky Gem) P. Burnham $9,200
34. GAELIC MAGISTRATE (Nevele Pilot-Mar Jim Kaye) R. Ralph $3,100
35. MISCHIEF O. (Stephen O.-Miss Elaine T.) Pine Tree Sales $950
36. RIV-LEA PACEMAKER (Peanut Gallery-Pacealong Lucille) S. Dobson $1,700
39. GAELIC SAPPHIRE (Nevele Pilot-Some Advance) R. Howard $3,000
40. JEFF’S SPEED (Stephen O.-Speedy Jill) L. Ouellette $1,500
41. C.B. COLEMAN (Coleman-Spudometer) H. Ralph $1,600
42. RIV-LEA DESTINY (Mandate-Stacey Halloran) Scarborough Downs, Agent $950
43. MAJOR STEPH (Stephen O.-Take the Bit) J. Ricci $2,200
44. GENERAL STEPH (Stephen O.-Take The Gate) J. Hinckley $2,600
46. GAELIC TITAN (Tar Hanover-Topless) J. Ricci $5,700
47. GAELIC VAGABOND (Nevele Pilot-Vermont Adios) J. Ricci $4,100
48. RIV-LEA CORAL REEF (Coral Ridge-Wahoo Lady) J. Goodell $800
WEANLINGS
49. BUNNY’S REWARD (Royal Reward-Greenacres Bunny) R. Norton $1,050
50. LARRY’S IMAGE (Empire Larry-Natapan) C. Blackwood $2,800
51. UNNAMED FILLY (Nansemond-Phone Home)
S. Mansfield & G. Kilgore, Jr. $1,200
TWO-YEAR-OLDS & OLDER
52. ANDROSCOGGIN (Job-Paper Bert) R. Smith $800
55. GRACELYN BAND (Cindy’s Band-Maggie Dares) J. Perrin $600
57. FASHION RIDGECREST (Jonas Hanover-Mighty Kodama) Vinal Goss $500
60. RIV-LEA DUTCH BOY (Holland-Lady Andra) L. Bedell $1,000
63. FANNOX (Skipper Knox-Fannie Mae Byrd) M. McLeod $1,200
65. DOUG’S SHADOW FOX (Tar Hanover-Miss Betty Ridge) A. Dowling $350
68. PIECE OF CAKE (Isle of Wight-Keyvic Rainbow) S. Dobson $700
69. BETTER THAN BEST (Nansemond-Aerian’s Best) S. Tomes $400
70. TRUSTY KASH (Trusty Dream-Kash Design) L. Cummings $650
71. ANGIE TRYST (Keystone Tryst-Demo’s Angel) B. Dibiase $475
72. WEEDIE WIPER (Windshield Wiper-Weedie Almhurst) H. Carr $250
73. J.A. SKIPPER (Skipper Glen-Knight Nancy) T. Pease $275
(42 Horses Sold — Total $66,200)
(HORSES NOT SOLD ARE UNLISTED)
Total: $66,200. Average: $1,576 
42 Horses Sold
If there is a question of eligibility to N.E.S.C. Contact:
Bob Ferland, Tel. 207-698-1302
Sale Topper To New Owners
The highest bid at the Maine Breeders Sale, My Lucky Day, (Election Day - Lucky 
Gem) poses after being purchased by Pat and Page Burnham of Scarborough
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FRYEBURG
FAIR
Maine’s Blue Ribbon Classic
“ W here old friends m eet new  friends in M a i n e /9
Fair Dates: Sept. 29 thru Oct. 6
Racing: Oct. 1 thru Oct. 6
At The All-Weather Facility
Maine Stakes on Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.
Post Time: 1:30 Daily - 10 Dashes
Lucky Loosers Draw $50. Daily -
immediately following the results of the last race.
Welcome To The 
FANTASTIC FRYEBURG FAIR!
Once Again Featuring
THE $5,000 MOUNTAIN SKIPPER 
INVITATIONAL PACE
BROADWAY PREMIER is expected to return to 
defend his 1:59.3 pacing track record
also
THE $2,500 ED KELLER 
INVITATIONAL TROT
B.B.’S HIGH NOTE will return to attempt bettering 
his trot mark of 2 :05 .3
Plus A  Return Of
THE WEST OXFORD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY 
DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIP 
1984 Winner - Freeman Parker U.D.R. - 410  
First Runner Up - Bion Pike U .D .R  - 355
Mannart Overdrive, Long Hill Speedy, 
Bob Sumner and Peter Casanova earned 
top Al-Var honors for the Month of Au­
gust.
Mannart Overdrive, a four-year-old 
son of Windshield Wiper, was Al-Var 
Pacer of the Month. He is owned by 
Thomas Dillon Jr. of Anson. Don Rich­
ards is the trainer-driver.
Long, Hill Speedy, a five-year-old son 
of Speedy Hanover, was Al-Var Trotter of 
the Month. He is owned by Paul and Bon­
nie Battis of Dover, N.H. Paul is the train­
er and driver.
Bob Sumner was Al-Var Driver of the 
Month while Peter Casanova, who trains 
for Sumner’s stable, was Al-Var Trainer 
of the Month. It was the second time this 
summer that Sumner and Casanova have 
taken monthly honors.
There were four pacers that had three 
winning trips with Al-Var speed ratings 
over 100 during August. Mannart Over­
drive, with ratings of 118,115 and 114, was 
tops.
Trusty Wise Guy, three-year-old broth­
er of Trusty Blaze and Trusty Star, was 
runnerup with ratings of 115, 111 and 100.
Time Captain had marks of 112, 107 
and 106 while Chester Baron had ratings 
of 110, 107 and 105.
Long Hill Speedy was the only trotter 
with three winning trips in which speed 
ratings over 80 were posted. He had
marks of 103, 100 and 89.
Smokey Joe was runnerup trotter with 
ratings of 89 and 86.
Sumner was the top driver. He had 11 
drives in which his horses posted ratings 
of 100 or higher. Paul Battis was in magic 
figures nine times and Freeman Parker 
seven.
Casanova-trained horses reached 
magic figures six times to nose out Battis 
ancTDonRichards who had five each.
Pacer of the Month Mannart Over­
drive also had the top individual perfor­
mance of the month when he won in 2:03.3 
over an “ off” track at Scarborough 
Downs on Aug. 25.
The variant that rainy day was 28 
when Mannart Overdrive raced, giving 
him a 118 Al-Var speed rating, the highest 
of the month. Walter Case Jr. drove the 
Windshield Wiper stallion in that one.
The top individual performance for a 
trotter was turned in by Kash Crown, also 
over an off track. Kash Crown won the 
$15,000 Legislator Trot at Scarborough
Downs in 2:05.3 on Aug. 25. The variant 
was up to 32 by the 14tn race. That gave 
Kash Crown a speed rating of 112.
Kash Crown, who was driven by Oak­
land’s Gary Mosher, would have trotted 
in 2:00 flat if the variant had been four 
which was normal for a Sunday afternoon 
in August.
Following are the pacers with Al-Var 
speed ratings of 100 or higher, for a win­
ning trip, from Aug. 1 to Aug. 31:
THE TOP 10 RATINGS 
Mannart Overdriver, D.Richards 118
Trusty Star, K.Case 116
Trusty Star, K.Case 116
Mannart Overdrive, D.Richards 115
Trusty Wise Guy, G.Corey 115
Mannart Overdrive, D.Richards 114
Time Captain, F P arker 112
Trusty Wise Guy, G.Corey 111
Autumn Mood, L.Fitch 111
Azrael, D Richards 110
Valerie’s Beano, D.Ingraham 110
My R.J., R.Sumner 110
Sheryl’s Number, J.Nason 110
Chester Baron, J.Ray 110
BEST OF THF, REST 
Special Service, R.Sumner 109
Shanalou Frost, D.Goodlbood 108
T.C. Kash, R.Sumer 108
Lauxmont Yoga, P.Besciani 108
Time Captain, F.Parker 108
Sharlu’s Lady Star, C.Lemieux 107
My R.J., R.Sumner 107
The Andover Story, D.Richards 107
Chester Baron, J.Ray 107
Good 0  Jeffrey, K.Case 107
French Major, D.Ingraham 107
Wrong Way Kerrigan, R.Howard 106
Movin’ Up, R.Sumner 106
Time Captain, F.Parker 106
Mooreland Lane G.B., D.Ingraham 106 
Ammo Money Maker, D.Ingraham 106 
Chester Baron, J.Ray 105
Frenchman Bay, D.Ingraham 105
Trusty Potentate, P.Battis 105
Wrong Way Kerrigan R.Howard 1105
Skipper Speed, WTLafreniere 105
Sheryl’s Number J.Nason 105
B.J. Shadow, D.Watson 105
Profit Leader, R.Sumner 104
Cantop Obed, F.Parker 104
Shekar Skipper, D.Watson 104
Cinnamon Roll, R.Sumner 104
Delmar, R.Sumner 104
News Image, D.Goodblood 103
Gaelic Fortune, K.Case 103
A.E.D., R.Sumner 103
Surprise Rhythm, D.Goodblood 103
Swanzey Gus, F.Parker 103
Jesse Rich, R.Sumner 103
Fuel Pincher, D.Ingraham 103
Isle Of Jov P.Battis 103
Pine Bud Kash, J .Nason 103
Yankee Doodle Andy, D.Richards 
Sharlu’s Lady Star, C.Lemieux 103
Pat Time, S.Bard 102
L.F. Andy, F.Parker 102
Omac, R.Smith 102
Il Superbo, P.Besciani 102
T.C. Kash, K.Case 102
Maine Fella, J.P.Farrell 102
New York Bound, R.Bartlett 102
Mari Rich C.Lemieux 102
Pine Bud Kash, J.Nason 102
Movin Up, R.Sumner 101
GoinB Champ, D.Goodlbood 101
Country Lane, O.Kearny 101
Generality, L.Fitch 101
Mountain Nitro, F.Mahoney 101
Governor Reed, R.Halford 101
Jimcins Jonathan, D.Goodblood 101
Jet Line, P.Battis 101
Savage Harbour, S.Whittemore 101
Gaelic Admiral, L.Fitch 100
Skipper Go Fast A.Nason 100
Almost A Star, D.May 100
Parson Hall, P.Battis 100
Amber Pace, P.Battis 100
Fast Pete P.Battis * 100
Swanzey Prince, D.J.Sumner 100
Trusty Wise Guy, G.Corey 100
Pine River Fever, J.Nason 100
Following are the trotters with Al-Var 
speed ratings of 80 or higher, for a win­
ning trip, from Aug. 1 to Aug. 31:
THE TOP FIVE
Kash Crown, G.Mosher 112
Long Hill Speedy, P .Battis 103
Long Hill Speedy, P.Battis 100
Grandpa Harry, B.Pike 95
Hanbro’s Faith,L.Fitch 90
BEST OF THE REST 
Smokey Joe, L.Dancer 
Long Hill Speedy, P.Battis 
Burnin Bob M., M.Cormier 
Jo Di’s Pal, A. Vandyne 
Smokey Joe, L. Dancer 
Crane Hill John, W.Turner
O.B.’s Candlewick, D.May 
Hurricane Peach, L.Norton 
Claire’s Don, F.Parker 
Master Control. G.Bowden
89
89
88
86
85
84
88
82
82
81
A muddy Kash Crown poses alter winning the Legislator Trot for Gary Mosher
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Recognition Night By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Few harness fans would recognize 
Mrs. Janette Walker. Fewer still 
know she was recently recognized as 
“ The most understanding, en­
couraging owner still in the 
business” . After the races last 
Sunday at Scarborough Downs an 
awards banquet was held, but it was 
not your typical honors fete.
That prize catagory and eleven 
others were dreamed up by Jean 
Emerson, a persistant drum beater 
for racing. Indeed Emerson, edits, 
distributes, markets and mails her 
Northeast Harness News, a 2000 
subscription based regional racing 
periodical. Indeed the survival of 
that monthly newspaper is one of the 
significant success stories in all of 
New England racing. The paper is 
backed by most racing associations, 
breeding farms, fairs and 
organizations and Emerson and her 
paper can claim some credit for the 
surge in area racing in the last few 
years.
Jean Emerson logs tens of 
thousands of miles each year, and is 
one of New England Telephone 
company’s best cusomers; ever 
beating the bushes for news, keeping 
up contacts, publicizing New 
England racing. In the process 
Emerson has developed a soft spot 
for the underdog; hence award 
categories like “ One of the hardest 
working dedicated people in the 
business” or “ The old timer who 
best exemplifies involved longevity 
in the business.”
Emerson reserved the Downs 
Clubhouse and invited the greater 
harness community for a Sunday 
evening buffet to toast the winners, 
she cooked up the scheme, an 
eveinng with some of racing’s 
unrecognized heros, and more than 
100 paid $8.00 for some food and a 
few speeches.
Lloyd Johnson was master of 
ceremonies and proved to be as kind 
over this mike as he can be caustic 
from the crow’s nest; his heart was 
big, and his observations keen. Each 
recipient was reminded by Johnson 
of little known contributions, things 
that made racing somthing special.
Janette Walker, the feted owner, 
was reminded that she saved the life 
of Spectacular Scott, allowed his 
career to continue and win a few 
races.
Before the evening was done 
Johnson was wishing Kelly Case, 
most improved driver, the best of 
luck for her trip to Monticello, 
boosting the skills of Chuck 
Pillsbury, a second driver award; 
praising Craig Lemieux’s training
skills, explaining that young 
Lemieux was destined for major 
league racing. Johnson remembered 
the people who helped him into 
racing as he called Don Knapton, 
perhaps the most popular selection 
on the program, to receive the honor 
as the most helpful track employee. 
“ I just treated people with a little 
respect” , said Knapton.
Paul Battis was honored for his 100 
percent hard working pace. Harry 
Coleman, continuing to recuperate 
from a racing accident, Ted Taylor 
and Everett Rackliff, were given 
awards for “ involved longevity” . 
Omar Kearny’s stable was 
recognized as the “ best small 
stable” , Ruth Norton and J.P. 
Farrell as most willing committee 
workers. Leigh Fitch was the 
overwhelming choice as gutsiest 
driver. Lisa Saindon, who works out 
of the Richard Rose stable, caring 
primarily for the top double-gaited 
horse, Good Time Harlan, was 
recognized as the “ most dedicated 
groom.”  “ She’s a worker.” , said 
Jean Emerson.
The podium was offered each 
recipient, and most presented 
simple straightforward messages 
extolling racing; and explaining 
why they found it easy to give time 
and work to the sport.
Well into his fifth month of 
sobriety, Leigh Fitch reaffirmed his 
pledge to beat his alcohol problem.
Joe Ricci received the good guy 
award, the NEHN’s “ Man of the 
Year” . In Ricci’s response he 
pledged to continue his leadership, 
touched on his frustration as he 
prepares to turn out his workforce 
until 1986. Then Ricci made a few 
promises. He pledged to add a multi­
level glassed paddock to the grand­
stand, enhancing the experience of 
going to Scarborough, to add a pond 
in the reconstructed infield, and 
fatten the President’s Pace purse to 
$40,000 (The Legislator Trot will be 
increased to $30,000). Considering 
how Ricci rebuilt his clubhouse, 
reconstructed his track, paved the 
access road and erected his message 
board as promised, 1986 looks to 
build on the success of 1985.
But this night was not for drum 
beaters, it was a quiet, reserved, 
subdued recognition for some of the 
people who make racing possible. 
Not lost in the message are the 
contributions of Jean Emerson, ever 
the organizer who managed to get 
these 100 people in the room at the 
same time, and manage to em- 
barass them all with words and 
tokens of appreciation.
Joe Ricci accepts the Northeast Harness News “ Man of the Year”  trophy for the 
advancement and improvement of the industry, announcer Lloyd Johnson observes
Get The Message By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
In case anyone doubts the staying 
power of Scarborough Downs, check 
out $140,000 worth of evidence sitting 
15’ tall in the center of their infield.
Straight from a technology 
manual, a computer turned over to 
an advertising wiz, is an enormous 
message board; rows of lights which 
emulate movement. But this is no 
mere moving billboard, it is truly a 
marvel of modern electronics wed to 
showmanship and salesmanship.
All night, between races, bits of 
wisdom are sent to the board, not 
mere lines of words, but graphics 
and movement, messages which 
inform and entertain.
The concept is hardly new. Red 
Sox fans fought for years first to 
keep one from Fenway Park, and 
now just as staunchly defended it as 
a complementary part of the deep 
centerfield bleachers.
The winner’s circle of the 
Meadowlands is in direct photo line 
with that track’s message board. 
Their electronic marvel also doubles 
as a de-facto live action television 
monitor, showing backstretch action 
close up and instant replays. 
Equally important the message 
board also generates income. It 
showcases permanent paid 
messages. Coke, in the case of the 
Meadowlands ends up in every 
winner’s circle photograph, and 
every news or race clip televised. 
You can’t photograph the finish or 
the winner without extra images.
Scarborough’s version is not quite 
so fancy, but it singlehandedly 
transforms the track into a different
kind of entertainment complex. 
Suddenly if you are a race fan there 
is more information coming to you, 
and if you are not willingly at the 
races, then there is an interesting 
diversion at hand.
The advertising sponsors include 
Coke, the primary sponsor for the 
Meadowlands board, and numerous 
individual messages. The payback 
time is no doubt measured in years, 
but the single feature at 
Scarborough, like the concrete 
retaining wall at Lewiston is sym­
bolic of the confidence and pride or 
ownership.
Lewiston was second class without 
its added dining areas, and grand­
stand fans were stranded without 
the mezzanine, but the retaining 
wall was money willingly spent to 
solidify the image of the track as 
substantial and here to stay. 
Likewise Scarborough Downs 
needed to erect its clubhouse, pave 
its road, and rebuild its track, but 
the message board was frosting.
These track are here for the long 
haul. Charlie Day and Joe Ricci 
continue to make the kinds of in­
vestments which bring Maine racing 
into the major leagues. Many fans 
have come to take the investment 
for granted. Look at our two tracks, 
especially now that Scarborough is 
in full bloom, and you can ap­
preciate the depth of commitment to 
the survival of harness racing here 
in Maine. Like a modern geometric 
proof to the Pythagorean Theorem 
evident after thorough observation. 
Behold!
The newest addition to the Scarborough scene in 1985 is the giant message board
Bill and D ottie D ibiase would like to take this 
opportunity to say ...
{(THANKS SO M U CH !”
to G eorge Stevens and Jean Tilley and all the others 
who have w orked so diligently for the D ibiase Stable  
this year.
THE DUPUIS FARM
Offers For Sale
Stakes Eligible Yearling Colt
REBELS SURPRISE
(Rebel Bret — Outa The Blue)
Excellent maternal family. Second foal of the dam...first foal 
won as a two year old in 2:11. This colt has the conformation, 
size and disposition desired for juvenile racing.
Contact: Lynn-Marie Smith 
,y 207 -2 8 4 -4 72 6  For Additional Information
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Coming To Terms
ON THE RAIL by PHIL PINES, Director The Hall of Fame of the Trotter, Goshen, N.Y.
Did you ever really listen to a 
track announcer calling a race?
Sounds simple, doesn’t it? Just call 
off the names of the horses. Nothing 
to it, right?
Wrong!
If you were able to peek into that 
announcer’s booth, you’d see he 
rarely — if ever — refers to his 
racing program during the call of a 
race. Most announcers memorize 
the horse’s names by either of two 
methods: by identifying the name of 
the horse with the saddle-head 
number, or, by associating the name 
of the horse with the colors worn by 
the driver.
This system of memorization is 
repeated for every race, every night 
— sometimes month after month. A 
good track announcer must learn to 
concentrate. And also be able to 
forget. He must remember the 
colors or numbers in a matter of a 
few minutes so that he can call a 
race coming up. Then he must forget 
those numbers or colors and con­
centrate on the next race.
There was no such thing as a race 
caller back in the old days. It might 
have been a little toughter to call a 
race back then anyway. The horses 
had numbers but drivers did not 
have the spiffy looking colors that 
are trademarks on the tracks today.
They wore very conservative colors: 
black, dark green, maroon. No 
pizzaz at all.
But what’s all this talk about 
colors? What are they?
THE MAINE STANDARDBRED 
BREEDERS & OWNERS ASSOCIATION
would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who attended and 
purchased horses at the recent sale at Scarborough Downs ...
and especially
Mr. Ricci who donated the Maine Eligible yearling for the final drawing
and also
the Scarborough staff who worked throughout to make the sale a success
Being smart, you know the an­
swers already! But I’ll tell you 
anyway. They are the “ colors”  of 
the jackets and helmets worn by the 
drivers. In thoroughbred racing the 
word ‘silks” is more widely used. 
Whatever — silks or colors — they 
represent either a stable or a private 
or public trainer who must have his 
colors registered with the U.S. 
Trotting Association.
After a few visits to a track, a fan 
can soon identify the drivers by the 
colors they wear. New Egypt’s 
Stanley Dancer wears blue and gold. 
He’s following an ancient tradition. 
Traces clear back to the Romans.
The capital of the Eastern Roman 
Empire was Byzantium and the first 
Hippodrome to be constructed there 
was built by Septimus Severus 
before 200 AD. It was copied after 
Rome’s Circus Maximus. Con­
stantine came along and finished the 
huge sports arena. He added 
something Rome did not have — the 
royal box. The Emperor and his 
party would sit there and root for 
their favorites in the chariot races. 
And each chariot driver wore colors.
Back in those days, however, the 
colors represented factions — very 
much like political parties. These 
factions were the Veneta, Prasina, 
Albata, and Russate — the Blue, 
Green, White and Red.
The factions began in Rome and 
were all represented at Bysantium 
also. But the Red and White shrank 
into insignificance. Everyone was a
Blue or Green. The Blues sat on the 
emperor’s right, to the West, the 
Greens on his left, the East.
Just as harness racing buffs 
during the 19th century tried to 
design lighter sulkies, so did the 
ancient Romans. Their chariots 
were skeletal, built for rigidity and 
lightness. Later they were 
sometimes made of basketwork. 
When four horses were used, the
charioteer had one ribbon for each 
horse. He wrapped all four reins 
around his waist, so that he could 
lean back to steady or stop his team. 
He held the bunched reins in his left 
hand, his whip in his right, braced 
himself with his knee against the 
front of the chariot and leaned out 
from the turns.
Try doing that with a modified 
sulky sometime.
The “ Eye In The Sky”  comes down to ground level as Scarborough’s adept 
announcer, Lloyd Johnson, calls the last race after P.P. VII.
A handsome Stephen O. colt is led into the sales arena by handler Audrey Gerry Scarborough president, Joe Ricci poses with the Mandate yearling filly won by 
as the auctioneer looks to the crowd for bids. Cecil Blackwood at a drawing following the sale.
Thank You, One And All! .f.c , «,«»
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HURRICANE PEACH
HONEY’S BEST
FIRE CRACKER GEORGE
B.J. KNOX
MAINE STAls 
BREEDERS
Maine Stakes A
By ANTHONY J
Scarborough’s last leg of the 
Maine stakes spotlighted two state 
records (track records as well) and 
three wins by the Norton stable.
Sweet Rosie O, with Leigh Fitch in 
the bike stopped the timer in 2:08.1 
establishing a new mark for two 
year old trotting fillies in Maine, 
while later that evening Honey’s 
Best, a Best Jeffrey filly paced a 
mile in 2:04.3 establishing a new two 
year old pacing mark for fillies. She 
is trained by Harry Mitchell, and 
driven by Doug Mitchell.
The bulky field of two year old 
colts chased Firecracker George in 
vain one more week. George 
Goodblood piloted his own colt in a 
lifetime best of 2:03.4 holding off 
Maine Starskipper by more than a 
length at the wire.
Among the three year olds Clair 
Morning duplicated her Windsor win 
with a wire to wire score over three 
year old fillies. David Ingraham 
drove Guy Brochu’s filly. She is 
trained by Willy Peace.
The rest of the Maine stakes 
belonged to the Norton Stable. In a
198
Horse
Sweet Rosie 0 . 
Chinbro Knox Bren 
Knotch Hill Sis 
Missey’s Gambler 
Oak Ridge Deda 
Firecracker George 
Maine Starskipper 
B.B.’s Heritage 
P.B .’s Pilot 
Terror Hart 
Honey’s Best 
Bien Coquette 
Gaelic Vamp 
Clair Money 
Honey’s Banker
TWO YEAR OLD TRo
Driver-Time
Fitch 2:08.1
Goodblood 2:03.4
Mitchell 2:04.3
Hurricane Peach 
Champagne Rain 
Never Get Rich 
Close Watch 
Oak Ridge Terrie 
Romie’s Pet 
Trusty Wise Guy 
Trusty Potentate 
Chinbro Skipper DM 
Romie’s Trudy 
Oak Ridge Marge 
Tannie Jean 
Gaelic Nemesis 
Gaelic Tabitha 
Clair Morning 
Deerful
Swanzey Holly 
Amber Pace 
Polly’s Lily y . v .  .
THREE YEAR OLD TR 
Norton 2:121
Graffam 2:04-0
Graffam 2:08-1
Ingraham 2:07 0
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4DARDBRED 
» STAKES
Lt Scarborough
J. ALIBERTI
remarkable show of strength, 
spanning three separate divisions 
this stable earned three wins, all on 
Friday night. First Hurricane Peach 
continued her domination over the 
field of three year old trotters. It was 
her fifth win in the series this year. 
More remarkable was Romie’s Pet’s
upset win over both Trusty Wise Guy 
and Trusty Potentate in the three 
year old colt division. The mile was 
timed in 2:04 over a good track. 
Mike Graffam moved his colt up the 
backstretch and held off all 
challengers down the lane. Finally
Romie’s Trudy earned her second 
win in three weeks with Graffam 
driving.
Until last week no stable had ever 
won three stakes races in the same 
stop. Then Guy Brochu’s fillies 
dominated at Windsor and now 
Norton’s stakes colts prevailed at 
Scarborough.
Stakes races continue in two 
weeks at Farmington Fair with 
races scheduled for Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday afternoon.
35
Earn St 1st 2nd 3d Mark
1029 6 6- 0 0 2:08.1
514 9 1 2 1 2:12.4
247 6 0 3 2 nr
164 9 0 0 1 nr
102 8 3 2 2 2:12.1
1678 9 7 1 0 2:03.4
839 9 3 5 0 2:07.2
402 8 3 0 2 2:06.0
268 7 0 1 5 nr
167 6 0 0 0 nr
1604 7 3 2 1 2:04.3
802 8 3 1 2 2:05.2
384 8 1 2 2 2:12.3
256 7 1 0 2 2:08.4
160 7 0 
ROTTERS & PACERS
1 0 nr
1334 9 6 2 1 2:07.2
667 9 2 5 2 2:08.3
320 9 0 0 3 nr
213 4 0 0 0 nr
133 8 0 0 0 nr
1219 9 1 2 5 2:04.0
609 9 6 2 0 2:00.1
365 8 2 2 3 2:01.2
243 7 0 1 0 nr
1941 8 2 2 2 2:05.2
970 3 0 1 0 nr
465 56 1 1 1 2:06.3
310 9 3 1 1 2:06.0
194 9 0 0 1 nr
1941 7 3 1 1 2:06.0
970 7 0 1 2 nr
465 6 0 2 2 nr
310 9 3 1 1 2:02.2
194 8 1 0 0 2:10.2
AMBER PACE
CHINBRO KNOX LORI
g T A N N I E  J E A N
IROMIE’S PET |
« > r i  r *•,
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  Rochester Review * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The Bucky Day Memorial on opening day at the Rochester Fair brought the entire family to the winner’s circle to present the cooler to Richard Sparks and 
Jim Jam Fine Time.
Digby, a two year old pacer, won in 2:09.1 at the Rochester Fair in the New Hampshire Sire Stakes driven by Ed Gilman for owner Robert Milkey.
Right on Target, a three year old trotting filly, picked up a win in the New Hampshire Stakes at the Rp^hester Fair driven by Robert Lefebvre for owner 
Paul Wood. '• ' ;
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An Exceptional Yearling Colt For Sale with manners, size, gait and athleticism!
Eligible to the M ass. Sires Stake. (Photos at request).
PROUD PALLADIN
Black Colt, 1 9 8 4  by CAVALCADE p .3 , 1 :5 7 .3  - Sire of This is the first foal o f BABY DOE, a daughter of  
winners of over *2. million ... 2 2  with records of 2 :0 0  MEADOW BRICK p .2 , 1 :5 8 .4  by THORPE HANOVER, 
or better from a limited number of mares ... including The second dam, DOSIE DARES p .2 , 2 :0 5 .1  is by 
FAMOUS CADE p. 5 , 1 :5 4 .3  MEADOW GENE p .4 , 1 :5 9 .2  and the third dame,
DOTTIE REED by KNIGHT DREAM.
CAVALCADE is by MEADOW SKIPPER p .3 , 1 :5 5 .1  BABY DOE is a half sister to EBONY STEEL p .2 , 
out of GOLDEN MISS p. 2 :0 2 .lh  ... w ho is also the dam 2 :0 3 .2 f  - ’8 5 , N ew  York Sire Stakes placed and race 
of STRIKE OUT p .3 , 1 :5 6 .3h - sire of 91  in 2 :0 0 . timed in 2 :0 2 .lh .
—  “ W here w inners are selectively bred and carefully raised! ”
Bargain Colts Reap Rewards
By HARVEY B. ROBBINS
For a month Talkshow Lobell was two-year’old I’ve trained or driven 
the season’s champion two-year-old in my career. I don’t want to put a 
pacer with a sparkling 1 :54.4 mark, whammy on him and predict how 
With six wins, three seconds and fast he’ll go, but he’s won handily in 
$78,000 in his first nine outings the 2:00.2 on a five-eights mile track 
freshman son of Slapstick out of (winning by seven and a half lengths 
Tanda Lobell by Airliner is a strong with a last half in 59.2, a last quarter
candidate for end of season honors *n 292  a last ei^hth in 141« And 
as the premier two-year-old pacing he-5 jetting stonger every outing,
colt in the country. Not bad for a sa«\™?eC5 ? S l ‘ •_ v  ,.
yearling that went for a mere $4,500 Jhe,iC/?ance 1S th.er®- You ^on t last October need all the money in the world to
Bargains!'Some are of the mind buy a cplt and achieve something 
that all the quality colts go to the big special, added Beckwith. I ve seen 
. , .  . . .  . . .  „  some colts go for $300,000 and nevermoney interests and that the small make it Then you find these
guy hasn t a chance. But it just isn’t diamonds in the rough. It keeps life 
so. Ask Jimmy Doherty, who landed interesting.”
Talkshow Lobell and who has a one “ I’ve enjoyed driving Talkshow 
third share of Amber Wil, who went Lobell. But the credit goes to Art 
for a pitance ($3,200) at that same Maclnnis. He did the work,”  noted 
Octoberfest Sale in New Jersey. Doherty.
Talkshow Lobell set an all-time “ Talkshow was a big, lazy colt, 
New England record for his age, sex but he was smart,” said Maclnnis. 
and gait on August 17 with a 1:58.4 “ I liked him a lot. He trained down 
wire-to-wire effort at Foxboro in the very easy and we qualified him in 
$28,400 Freshman Pace final. Amber 2:06. Jimmy was second with him in 
Wil was a couple of ticks behind with 2:00.3 in New Jersey. He went in :58 
the rest of the field nowhere to be in his next start in a Jersey Sire 
found. Doherty and Amber Wil’s Stakes race. We knew he was 
trainer-driver Bert Beckwith had something special.” 
plenty to rave about, as well as “ I won a trip with him on June 26 
sending a message to colt buyers. in 1:57.4 and he did it easy,”  said 
“ A wealthy person may be able to Doherty of the N. J.S.S. event at The 
buy the best house, best car and best Meadowlands. “ He came right back 
boat. But he can’t always be sure of on July 3 in 1:54.4 to set the season’s 
getting the best colt. There’s still the record at the time. He won it han- 
chance for the small man in this dily,”  added Doherty, 
sport and I think that’s what helps “ Talkshow could have been a 
keep harness racing interesting,”  memory at this time instead of the 
said Beckwith. “ Besides, a colt great colt he’s turned out to be,” 
never knows how much he cost or explained Maclnnis, recalling an 
how good he’s supposed to be.”  accident that took place just as he
“ I went to the Octoberfest Sale was leaving the track following 
with Teddy Wing and Dana Irving,”  Talkshow Lobell’s qualifying race at 
said Doherty. “ I had my eye on Foxboro. “ Talkshow escaped 
Slapstick’s colts. He was a nice two- without injury, but I broke my ankle, 
year-old himself and I wanted to try The lines were wrapped around me 
one. Talkshow Lobell was put and the colt could have run off and 
together real nice. He had good caused both of us some hardship if 
conformation. He was a big, strong, not for Mandy Torres, Talkshow’s 
rugged colt. I was prepared to go to groom. She moved quickly and 
$25,000 to get him. But the bidding aborted what could have been very 
stopped at $4,500. I thought he was a serious situation.” 
bargain for that price, but, of Amber Wil may also have been a 
course, one never knows what will memory rather than a colt with a 
happen with a colt,” added Doherty, bright future. “ We spent 30 minutes 
The bidding was even softer for line breaking him the first day and 
Amber Wil. a Scarlet Skipper out of 28 of them were with Amber Wil on 
Amber Butler by Adios Butler, his hind legs striking. I never saw a 
Teddy Wing was high man. The horse go so far on two legs,”  smiled 
purchase was taken in a light vein as Beckwith. “ He was a terror. After 
Beckwith explains. “ Teddy, Jimmy we got him going on four legs he took 
and Dana had owned colts together up throwing himself on the ground, 
before and Teddy offered each one a Then he became fond of sliding 
share for $1,067. He figured since he stops. He became a gelding soon 
made the buy he could keep his after.”
share for $1,066. Together the two “ Once he got down to business he 
colts cost $7,700.00 showed great speed. We qualified
How much are they worth at this him in 2:04 and I knew I was looking 
time? at a class colt. I didn’t expect to beat
“ They turned down $100,000 for a Talkshow Lobell. Look, he’d won in 
third of Talkshow,” said Art 1:54.4. Not too shabby! But Amber 
Maclnnis, Doherty’s second trainer Wil paced a tremendous mile too. 
at Foxboro, and the man who broke, Amber Wil is living proof that there 
qualified and drove Talkshow to a are some bargains out there, 
pair of his wins. He’s simply a great Talkshow Lobell and Amber Wil for 
colt. That’s not a prediction. It’s just a combined price of less than $8,000. 
a fact.” When you stop and think about it, it’s
“ Amber Wil is by far the greatest really remarkable.”
oecoooooeccooeocooccoooeoooooooeoeooooocooocoooocecQQccecocc
FOR SALE
Mass. Eligible Trotting - Bred Yearling Colt
CRAIN HILL MINT
Roman Key - Cleverly Star - Square Deal
Price $4,000.
CALL: Andrei Guidette Wllbraham, Mass. 01095
180 Crain Hill Rd.,__________________________TEL: 413-596-6785
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Sale Results Sept. 2, 1985 &
BROODMARES
HORSE SIRE, & DAM PURCHASER PRICE
2 ARMBRO BONITA, (Armbo Ranger-Ambro Tiara), E. Price $300.
3 TRIPLE H CONNA, (Triple H. Pride-Blaze Sis), E. Price 300
4 D.I. VALLA, C. (Escort-Bretlass), C. Vogel 400
5 SKITTISH, (Speedy Scot-Cherish), J. Kemp 400
6 PENATHLON, (Bret Hanover-Ensign’s Belle), G. Higgins 350
7 TROPICAL SIS (Race Time-Flo Abbe), E. Price 300
8 DARTING DARTHA (Oil Burner-Gallant Miss) J. Wanczyk 500
9 JAY JAY’S GAL (Romeo Hanover-Imperail Gal), E. Price 300
10 HELLO LET A (Say Hello-Leta Hanover). E. Price 300
11 CAYENNE (Meadow Skipper-Lil Diamond), E. Price 300
13 LOTANA HANOVER (Best Of All-Lotara Hanover), E. Price 300
14 VI MAE (Perfect Freight-Miss Duke), E. Price * 300
15 ELIZABETH IRONSTONE (Columbia George-Miss Honest Butler), K. Rollins
900
16 HAPPY TOGETHER (Bye Bye Byrd-Missy George), J. Flaherty 1,200
17 PAULA HANOVER (Most Happy Fella-Paradis Hanover), D. McDuffee
1,700
18 TIOGA’S PETAL (Newport Dream-Petunia Hanover), H. Blake 500
20 SKIPPER DELMAR (Meadow Skipper-Ruth Bell), G. Mizo 350
21 SADIE FROST (Dale Frost-Sadie Tass), E. Price 300
22 ON COURSE (Right Time-Sailing East), E. Price 300
23 FULLA’S FLING (Fulla Napoleon-Sartago Fling), G. Jantlund 450
24 SMOOCHER (Bit O Fun-Sissy Hanover), C. Maurer 350
24A SYKLAB O.B. & FOAL (Airliner-Loody Whistle), P. Dion 1,000
25 MISS FRESHMAN (Airliner-Tarlee), E. Price 300
26 ATA KAREN (Airliner-Tarport Joan), C. Maurer, 600
27 LORLIS (Florlis-The Queen), V. Wheeler 450
28 TANA LOBELL (Nero-Tori), R. Gary Stetson 800
29 LIZ LOU (Romeo Hanover-Tricky Newport), E. Price 300
30 AFFECTIONATE (Fulla Napoleon-Waydear), L. Pratt 350
31 WHITE JAZZ (Byegone-White Autumn), P. Dion 500
YEARLINGS
32 UNNAMED (K.C. Three-Flaming Scariet), P. Hansen
33 UNNAMED COLT (Bret’s Champ-Sadie Frost), Dr. A.D. Savran
35 UNNAMED FILLY (Miles End Steve-White Jazz), Dr. A.D. Savan
36 YOUNG CHERUB (Nevele Leader-Angela Mia), T.R. Tossavainen
37 MILLIE YOUNG (Cavalcade-Arrogant Mili), R. Kelly
38 YOUNG BOY (Big Power-Ata Karen), K. Kaminski
39 SKIPS N TWIGS (Mountain Skipper-Branch Of Irish), D. Silk
40 CLASSIC LACE (Miles End Steve-Bry’s Lady), F. Gurton
41 PEPPER POWER (Big Power-Cayenne), R. Ferron
42 YOUNG MEADOW (Oil Burner-Chin Bit), R.G. Stetson
44 IRON POWER (Big Power-Elizabeth Ironstone), M. Leterdre
45 PROBABLE CAUSE (Armbro Tiger-Final Decree), W. Marshall
46 LORD MILLER (TNT’s Bambino-Flaming Scarlet), W. Marshall
47 YOUNG BOSS (Nevele Leader-Fulla’s Fling), A. Leto
48 JACK POWER (Big Power-Grateful Jaclyn), P. Landry 
50 JOANIE YOUNG (Kawartha Skipper-Joanette Hanover), F.J.
51 YOUNG LEADER (Nevele Leader-Laperla), C. Gleason
52 FLO POWER (Big Power-Little Girl Flo), D. McDuffee
53 YOUNG TREAT (Sundance Skipper-Liz Lou), S. Zombick
54 YOUNGER DAYS (Happy Jeffrey-Marshalette), P. Hansen
55 YOUNG MAID (Escot-Maville Hanover), B. Flynn
56 YOUNG STEWARDESS (No Nukes-Meadow’s Possum), S. Zombick
57 YOUNG SPIKE (Drill Instructor-Mid Spike), F. Congentino
58 YOUNGER SISTER (Drill Instructor-Miss Count Gallon), A. Lees
59 YOUNG AND READY (Nevele Leader-Miss Star Bullet), E.
60 SHERIFF SAUL (Big Power-Nan Cin Adora), R. Watson
61 IMPISH POWER (Big Power-Nardin’s Imp), R. Watson
62 HELEN SHARLU (Drill Instructor-Oso Pure), T. Poitotras 
64 PENTHOUSE SHARLU (Nevele Leader-Pentathlon), J. Gulya
66 PROPHET SHARLU (Self Confident-Pro Lobell), L. Keene
67 CLASSIC COUNTESS (Mountain Skipper-Prudence), E. Dickie
68 ROSE POWER (Big Power-Romeo’s Rose), L. Fontaine
69 C.W. CHAMP (Bret’s Champ-Sapporo), J. Data
70 SKIPPER SHARLU (Big Power-Skipper Del Mar), F.J. Cavallo
71 SARGENT SHARLU (Drill Instructor-Skittish), P. Hansen
72 YOUNG PLAYMATE (Happy Jeffrey-Speedy Pixie), V. Tomasello
73 ELECTRIC POWER (Big Power-Tanta Lobell), A. DeMarco
74 OVERDRIVE SHARLU (Nevele Leader-Toni Lynn), W. McNamara
75 POWER BOB (Big Power-Tropical Sis), C. Ruggiero
TWO YEAR OLDS AND OVER
76 ROYAL DENIM (Royal Prince-Elsie Rodney), P. Welcome
77 R. BUCKEY J (Miles End Steve-Ideal C), M. Campion
78 FANCY HER (Fancy Star-Ideal C.), G. Piontkowski
79 BAMBINO WRANGLER (Yankee Bambino-My Tutu), G,
700
500
900
4.300
1.300
4.000
1.300 
1,200
3.300 
10,000
2,600
1.000 
900
3.000
2.300 
Cavallo
3.400
3.200
2.300
5.000
1.700 
12,500
4.000
2.200
4.000 
Arventos
1.700
3.700 
2,800
3.000 
1,800 
1,800
800 
3,200
1.000 
2,000
1.900
1.900
2.900
1.400 
2,000
600
900
1,000
Piontkowski
2,600
80 SUGAR BLITZ (Blitzen-Sacred Honor), T. Eaton 900
81 GERT’S FLIRT (Miles End Steve-Shopping Spree), R. Lupo 700
82 FEATURE STAR (Fancy Star-Slinky), C.D. Stables 700
83 NUCLEAR COMPUTER (Computer-Speedy Pixie), L. Fleishman 2,500
83 A MAX AMOTION (Bye Bye Max-Butlers Surprise), P. Georgio 900
(Horses Not Listed Were Out)
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Would like to express appreciation to all of those patrons who attended... bid ... 
and bought ... at our recent horse sale. We wish all purchasers “Best of Luck” and 
would like to assure one and all, that our sale will be continued on an annual basis
Bill and Mary Young, Owners Ernie Houle, Farm Manager
A view of the Flynn group and “ Young Maid”  their $12,500 sale purchase, 
also pictured, Bill Young, farm owner, and Ernie Houle, farm manager,
A view of the crowd in attendance at the first annual sale at Young Meadow Farm, Hadley, Mass,
Career Milestones
COLUMBUS--The following is a 1500 WINS cont’d. 
listing of drivers approaching 
career milestones in victories. This Buter 
list was generated by the USTA’s Gerry Longo 
computer, and reflects the most j)wayne Pletcher 
recent totals available. For the most j 0hn Schroeder 
recent totals of any driver, please Marc Aubin 
contact the Publicity Office of the gam Belote 
USTA. Gabriel Boily
6000 WINS Tom Brinkerhoff
Carmine Abbatiello 5,948 carman Hie
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Broadway Starlet
1,451
1,450
1,446
1,441
1,439
1,432
1.426
1.426 
1,421
Sam Noble III 1,416
4000 WINS Real Cormier 1,403
Daryl Busse 3,966
Walter Paisley 3,952 1000 WINS
Eddie Davis 3,937 Matt Butcher 999
Yvon Demers 998
3500 WINS Allan Nichols 996
Lucien Fontaine 3,409 Rene Quessy 996
Bib Roberts 992
3000 WINS Steve Warrington 991
Jack Bailey 2,947 Jack Moiseyev 990
Jim Curran 2,917 Bryce Truitt 988
Ron Henderson 987
2500 WINS Hubert Jackson 986
Paul Battis 2,487 Gordon Norris 983
Al Myer 2,470 Claude Savignac 978
Gerry Bookmyer 2,465 Ken Mcnutt 976
Doug Brown 2,463 Ernie Houle 968
Waldo Mcllmurray 2,459 Ted J. Smith 963
Bill Parker Jr. 2,431 Norman Jones 961
Bill Well wood 2,431 Gerald Hebert 953
Del Miller 2,420 Fernand Paquet 951
Richard Carroll 948
2000 WINS Art Bier 944
Robert J. Williams 1,995 Allan Smith 944
George Phalen 1,983 Paul Matthews 942
Doug Rankin 1,969 Rick Plano 940
Walter Case Jr. 1,941 George D avis 938
Jim Grundy 1,933 Paul Myer 937
Don Hall 1,903 Dick Macomber 936
Clint Galbraith 1,902 Marcel Dostie 931
Richard R. DeSantis 930
1500 WINS Ronnie Gass 928
Walt Callahan 1,495 Bill Henman 928
Jim King Jr. 1,494 Peter Blood 926
Bob Tisbert 1,494 Ray Paver Jr. 925
Lee Sattelberg 1,493 Tom Vanidestine 918
Joe Adamsky 1,481 Archie McNeil 908
John Baxter 1,476 BillMegens 908
Bruce Nickells 1,461 Merle Finn 907
Del Manges 1,458 Joe Anderson 901
Bill Zendt 1,456 Jack Kopas 900
Take a little bit of Walnut Hall, 
add a pinch of Thurmon Downing, 
throw in a foundation mare like 
Besta Hanover as second dam, 
sprinkle some Bret Hanover on Good 
Time, Good Time on Knight Dream, 
Knight Dream on Guy McKinney, 
introduce Nero as the immediate 
sire and its no wonder at all that 
Broadway Premier won the seventh 
edition of the President’s Pace in 
1:57.4, or that this horse is yet to 
peak after three seasons of near 
$50,000 earnings.
With the advent of artificial 
breeding and bloated stud books 
there are World Champion genes 
flowing through the veins of most 
every Invitational horse now racing, 
but rarely are the lines so clear as 
with Broadway Premier.
Where best to send a Good Time 
daughter of Besta Hanover than to 
Bret Hanover. Besta Hanover, of 
course, is the dam of Coffee Break 
and the multiple, two minute 
producer and broodmare sire, Best 
Of All. The cross resulted in 
Broadway Bred a $125,000 New York 
pacer, the 1:57.3 speed horse Tuned 
and Broadway Tune a 1:58 winner.
Nine of ten colts from Besta Time 
were Bret Hanovers, and three of 
them fillies, setting the stage for 
yet another surge from this family. 
Broadway Starlet, the oldest, had an 
open and shut two year old cam­
paign winning only $75, reaching the 
wire first in her learn and earn heat 
in 2:15.
She was sent to the breeding shed 
by owner Charles Michael of 
Woodbridge, Connecticut as a three
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
year old, twice to Nero, producing a 
pair of two minute colts then the 
next four times to Oil Burner.
In character, Broadway Starlet 
first produced Broadway Charlie a 
New York 1:57.4 winner. Broadway 
Premier, her second colt beat two 
minutes as a two year old. That colt, 
owned by Roger Slobody, was 
destined for an extended In­
vitational career in New England. 
The next year, as a three year old,
Broadway Premier linked ten wins 
and earned more than $44,000. Last 
year as an invitational horse he 
accumulated $49,000 more. With 
thirty-three starts he was an iron 
pacer, winning all over New 
England. Between seasons 
Broadway Premier won at Pompano 
both in December and January 
earning a new life mark of 1:56.4 in 
the process.
“ He injured himself in Florida,’ 
said Peter Blood, his trainer, “ But 
he’s been coming right along.” 
Indeed on the eve of his President’s 
Pace, Broadway Premier had been 
no worse than second in his last four 
starts. He drew into Hinsdale’s
$50,000 lottery mile and earned a 
check, clearing the way for his 
President’s Pace invitation.
Broadway Starlet is a mare with a 
future. There is family and sub­
stance in her pedigree and now with 
Broadway Premier she has been 
noticed. Now all that’s needed is a 
big colt, and what better place to 
look than to return this mare to 
Nero, and fish in the rich waters one 
more time.
BE WISE —  ADVERTISE!
Contact Editor now to reserve advertising space for the 
months ahead. Avoid last minute preparation!
Call: 2 0 7 -2 8 2 -9 2 9 5
Foxboro Filly Final By CARL METCALF
Urged on by cheers from the 
crowd, Massachussy Lucy captured 
the two-year old filly crown at 
Foxboro Saturday night in the 
Foxboro Freshman Filly pacing 
series final. The winning race time 
of 1:58.3 was not only a new lifetime 
mark for the winner, but also 
established a new Foxboro track 
record for two- year old pacers, 
regardless of sex. Owned, trained, 
and driven by Wendell Donaway, 
Massachussy Lucy was third for
much of the race, as Damask 
Hanover cut sizzling fractions of : 28, 
:58.4, and 1:28 before being over­
taken on the far turn. Bet down to 1-2 
by some 2,000 fans, Massachussy 
Lucy brought a lifetime undefeated 
streak into the race which remains 
intact. The talented filly is now 6 for 
6 all the victories at Foxboro.
The $21,150 contest for two year 
old fillies was the finale to a two 
week affair which saw Massachussy 
Lucy win both preliminary legs in
easy fashion. Saturday night’s race 
was her toughest test yet, as 
Damask Hanover, guided by Ernie 
Houle, took the early lead and held 
on until the % mark. On that far 
turn, Donaway took the Escort filly 
around the leader to clear a three 
length advantage midway through 
the stretch, a margin that was 
widened to a full 10 lengths by the 
time Massachussy Lucy hit the wire, 
taking two seconds off the track 
record for two year olds. The winner
paid $3.00, 2.20, and 2.20. Finishing 
second was Damask Hanover, $2.40, 
2.20, and third was J MS Wendy, 
$2.20 to show.
The Foxboro Freshman Filly 
Series has brought together prize 
distaffs owned both locally and out 
of state, but Massachussy Lucy has 
captivated the Foxboro regulars 
with her easy grace and winning 
ways, not to mention nearly 
unanimous approval of the Bay 
State moniker.
lassachusey Lucy sets a qqw record of 1>58.3 at Foxboro with owner/trainer/driver Wendell Donaway accepting the trophy from Carl -Metcalf, Publicity.
Foxboro Stakes Report
By CARL METCALF
The Standardbred sire stakes 
program in Massachusetts is the 
best ever in 1985, with more horses 
competeing and more purse money 
on the line than ever before. In the 
fall series alone, over $170,000 will be 
distributed over some seventeen 
races, including finals worth bet­
ween $15,000 and $22,000-added. The 
races are open only to 
Massachusetts-bred colts and fillies 
whose owners have established 
eligibility and maintained 
sustaining payments. Those 
payments, together with .5% of the 
pari-mutuel handle at- Foxboro, 
generate the funds for the sire 
stakes program. This fall, two and 
three year old pacers and trotters 
will take to the track over a three 
week period. The two and three year 
old divisions will be conducted in the 
same format, except that in the two 
year old final, five starters from 
each sex will be guaranteed a spot in 
the final. Those five will be deter­
mined by the amount of purse 
money earned in the series through 
two legs of the series. The three year 
old final will likewise gather the top 
money earners, only eight will go to 
the post, however. Money earned 
through two legs will again be a 
determining factor for eligibility, 
with no regard to sex. A special 
three year old filly pace is planned 
as well.
The fall schedule of Mass Sire 
Stakes harness races is as follows: 
September 19,1985:
$5,000 added - 2 year old trotters 
$7,500 added - 2 year old colt 
pacers
$7,500 added - 2 year old filly 
pacers
September 20,1985:
$7,500 added - 3 year old trotters 
$7,500 added - 3 year old colt 
pacers
$7,500 added - 3 year old filly 
pacers
September 26,1985:
$5,000 added - 2 year old trotters 
$5,000 added - 2 year old colt 
pacers
$5,000 added - 2 year old filly 
pacers
September 27,1985:
$7,500 added - 3 year old trotters 
$7,500 added - 3 year old colt 
pacers
$7,500 added - 3 year old filly 
pacers
October 3,1985:
$15,000 added - 2 year old trotters - 
final -
$20,000 added - 2 year old pacers - 
final -
October 4,1985:
$20,000 added - 3 year old trotters - 
final -
$12,500 added - 3 year old filly 
pacers - final -
$22,500 added - 3 year old pacers - 
final -  Photo by Kokernak
This year the Mass Sire Stakes have been well attended on the Fair Circuit. In 
this scene at Groton, Burbanker driven by Don Guidette Jr. cuts the mile.
N.E.H.W.A. To Foxboro By JACK GINNETTI
FOXBORO—Veteran harness 
driver-trainers Bert Beckwith and 
John Hogan, regulars on the New 
England harness racing scene 25 
years, have been named to the New 
England Harness Writers Hall of 
Fame, it was announced today by 
Jack Ginnetti, president.
Beckwith has a massed more than 
2,500 career wins, while Hogan is 
nearing 2,800 trips to the winners 
circle. Both are native New 
Englanders with Hogan living in 
Marlboro, Ma., while Beckwith, 
born in Nashua, N.H., currently 
residing in Foxboro, Ma.
The two will be honored at the 
writers 21st Hall of Fame awards 
banquet, Sunday, Oct. 6, at Foxboro 
Raceway.
Also named by the writers to its’ 
Hall of Fame for horses were NO NO 
Yankee, owned by Paul Fontaine of 
Woonsocket, R.I., and Last Count, 
owned by *the- Red Coast* Stable of-
Framingham, Ma. No No Yankee 
was the top two-year-old pacer in the 
country in 1977, while Last Count is 
the richest pacer of all-time in New 
England with lifetime earnings of
290,000.
Rick Stroud, Foxboro’s racing 
secretary, was also named by the 
writers to receive the group’s 
President’s Award.
The winners of the writers special 
achievement awards and out­
standing horse awards include 
James Doherty who drove 
Caramore to track record per­
formances this year at Foxboro 
(1:54.4) and Hinsdale (1:55.3); Dick 
Kent who recovered from a racing 
accident four years ago and con­
tinues to be a top driver-trainer at
Foxboro; and Windfield Ore, a crack 
invitational pacer at Foxboro who 
took a mark of 1:56.2 this year 
before being sidelined with injuries.
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Brown Jug Update By ROBERT LOWELL
This year’s Little Brown Jug, 
Thursday, promises to be one of the 
most thrilling despite the un­
certainty of Nihilator’s schedule at 
press time.
Trainer Don Miller, from the 
William Haughton Stable, told the 
Northeast Harness News on Thur­
sday, just one week prior to the 
“ Jug” , that Nihilator had post 11 in 
the Dancer Memorial at Garden 
State Friday the 13th. But his 
schedule after that had not been 
decided on, according to Miller.
Little Brown Jug publicist, Wil 
Kilburger, tells the Northeast 
Harness News that there are 208 
eligibles for the 40th rendition of the 
classic. With the draw at Delaware, 
Ohio slated for Monday, September 
16th, the possible entries include 
such frontline three-year old pacers 
as, Chairmanoftheboard, Marauder, 
Handsom Sum, Dignatarian and 
Pershing Square.
Chairmanoftheboard, a Meadow 
Skipper colt trained by Skip Lewis, 
captured the Jug Preview last week 
at Scioto Downs in a track record 
smashing 1:53.2. The Chairman also 
won the Cane Pace at Yonkers and 
the Slutsky Memorial at Monticello.
Marauder, a Sonsam progeny 
from the Dick Richardson, Jr., 
Stable, captured the Adios Stake at 
The Meadows winning the first heat 
in 1:52.2, setting an all age world’s 
record fona five eighths track. Last 
year as a two year old, he won four 
times in 1:54 or better and 
Richardson says, “ He’s broadened 
out for his three year old season.”
Handsome Sum from the Robert 
Bencal Stable finished fifth in The 
Meadowlands Pace, but established 
himself as a viable three year old 
winning the Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Dignatarian, the Tyler B. colt 
from the Jimmy Cruise, Jr. Stable, 
who had a second and third in the 
Adios and a second and sixth place 
finish in the Cane, suffered an in­
terference break at Blue Bonnets in 
the Prix d’ete and finished back. 
However, earlier at Blue Bonnets he 
won in 1:56.1 in an invitational.
Kilburger expects Pershing 
Square from the Haughton Stable to 
be an entry, David Carr from the
U.S.T.A. says the Niatross offspring 
is a recent Garden State winner 
recovering from throat surgery. 
Pershing Square won The 
Messenger, first leg of the triple 
crown, and also the Battle of the 
Brandywine.
Falcon Seelster,- winner of 
Canada’s Prix d’ete September 8th 
at Blue Bonnets in 1:53.2 and 
Dragon’s Lair are both not eligible 
for the “ Jug.”  Unlike the Messenger 
and The Cane, The Little Brown Jug 
does not allow supplementary en­
tries.
The Grand Circuit Week at 
Delaware will also feature the 
estimated $200,000 Jugette for 
three year old fillies on Wednesday, 
September 18th and the $82,000 Old 
Oaken Bucket for trotters. On 
Thursday, the 19th, in addition to the 
“ Jug” , the Buckette for three year 
old filly trotters will be raced for an 
estimated $54,000.
Downeast Horse Congress Photo By R. Cuffey
Jackie Daniels shown by Richard Davis in Champion Roadster class
This year, for the first time, the only won the two breed classes but 
Downeast Horse Congress and Fair also placed first in the Roadster 
held at Lewiston Raceway offered Under Saddle and the Roadster in 
classes for registered Stan- Harness Championship. The other 
dardbreds. The two classes, Model horses competing were Butler’s 
Standardbred and Pleasure Driving, Intruder, owned and shown by 
were sponsored by the newly formed Robyn Cuffey, who placed second in 
Standardbred Pleasure Horse both breed classes and Honest 
Organization. This group was Appraisal owned by Melissa and 
started to encourage the use and Cynthia Davis and shown by 
acceptance of Standardbreds Melissa. Honest Appraisal placed 
as pleasure horses as well as racers, third in the Model class and was 
The S.P.O. sponsored classes allow shown in Open classes. It was a good _ 
the horses to trot or pace. start for Standardbred pleasure
The outstanding Standardbred at horses, 
the Congress was Jackie Daniels ((For more information about the 
owned by D-Js, Inc. and shown by S.P.O. contact Robyn Cuffey R.F.D. 
Richard Davis. The gray trotter not 3, Box 393, Gorham, Me)
FOR SALE
PRECIOUS FELLA yearling stud colt eligible to the $12 
million New York Sire Stakes plus twenty five other stakes.
• His dam is a 100% producing high ideal mare, with one sub 1:56 or spring.
• His full brother has been race timed in 1:59.1 and has a mark of 2:01 on a hall 
mile track.
This colt has the size and conformation to be a stakes winner!
Contact: STEPHEN RICHARD 183 Nashua St. Leominster, Mass. 01453 
Tel. 617-537-7171 or 017*537-5485 (betweeii 6 and 9 P.M.)
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Welcomes One And All!
Remember! You Can... 
Winter Well At The Downs
Our most successful meet ever closes on 
September 2lst, and we’re getting ready 
now Cor winter training. This year there 
will be many changes designed to make 
your winter stay at The Downs com£ortable:
•  Barns will be fully winterized with 
winter barn fronts put up by our crew 
providing materials and labor.
•  Track maintenance personnel will be on 
duty seven days a week to maintain the 
new all weather strip. The track will be 
training ready.
• Manure and rubbish will be removed 
regularly.
•  Snow will be removed immediately fol­
lowing storms.
•  Security patrols will be made regularly.
•  The track kitchen will be open for 
breakfast and lunch from 7 A .M .-l P.M .
For More Information, Contact:
Eric Moynihan, General Manager Don Knapton, Stable Superintendent 
Scarborough Downs Box 468 Scarborough, ME 04074 (207) 883-4331
D o n ’t  M iss The Season’s Final Race...
The Maine Championship Pace
Saturday, September 2lst 
Post Time: 7:30 P.M.
$8,ooo Purse
Gala Fireworks Finale After The Races
